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	Get Started Fast with iOS Game Programming


	 


	Since the launch of the App Store, games have been the hottest category of apps for the iPhone, iPod touch, and iPad. That means your best chance of tapping into the iPhone/iPad “Gold Rush” is to put out a killer game that everyone wants to play (and talk about). While many people think games are hard to build, they can actually be quite easy, and Learning iOS Game Programming is your perfect beginner’s guide. Michael Daley walks you through every step as you build a killer 2D game for the iPhone.


	 


	In Learning iOS Game Programming, you’ll learn how to build a 2D tile map game, Sir Lamorak’s Quest: The Spell of Release (which is free in the App Store). You can download and play the game you’re going to build while you learn about the code and everything behind the scenes. Daley identifies the key characteristics of a successful iPhone game and introduces the technologies, terminology, and tools you will use. Then, he carefully guides you through the whole development process: from planning storylines and game play all the way through testing and tuning.


	 


	Download the free version of Sir Lamorak’s Quest from the App Store today, while you learn how to build the game in this book.


	  


	Coverage includes 

	
		
			Planning high-level game design, components, and difficulty levels

	
	
		
			Using game loops to make sure the right events happen at the right time

	
	
		
			Rendering images, creating sprite sheets, and building basic animations

	
	
		
			Using tile maps to build large game worlds from small reusable images

	
	
		
			Creating fire, explosions, smoke, sparks, and other organic effects

	
	
		
			Delivering great sound via OpenAL and the iPhone’s media player

	
	
		
			Providing game control via iPhone’s touch and accelerometer features

	
	
		
			Crafting an effective, intuitive game interface

	
	
		
			Building game objects and entities and making them work properly

	
	
		
			Detecting collisions and ensuring the right response to them

	
	
		
			Polishing, testing, debugging, and performance-tuning your game 

	



	Learning iOS Game Programming focuses on the features, concepts, and techniques you’ll use most often—and helps you master them in a real-world context. This book is 100% useful and 100% practical; there’s never been an iPhone game development book like it!
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Developing Multi-Database Mining Applications (Advanced Information and Knowledge Processing)Springer, 2010

	Multi-database mining has been recognized recently as an important and strategically essential area of research in data mining. In this book, we discuss various issues regarding the systematic and efficient development of multi-database mining applications. It explains how systematically one could prepare data warehouses at different...
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ABC Practical Guide to Dog TrainingHowell Book House, 2003
Dog Training That Works–as Simple as ABC!
If you’re a dog owner, you’re already a trainer.  From the moment you bring your dog home, you’re teaching him how to behave–and, without realizing it, you could be instilling undesirable behaviors that have to be unlearned.  Now, there’s a simple, no-nonsense way to...
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Business Continuity Planning for Data Centers and Systems: A Strategic Implementation GuideJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008
Praise for Business Continuity Planning for Data Centers and Systems: A Strategic Implementation Guide    

    "Continuity is a primary business driver. This timely book offers a refreshingly honest road map to informed decision making by one of the mission critical industry's foremost real estate experts....
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Handbook of Optics, Third Edition Volume III: Vision and Vision Optics(set)McGraw-Hill, 2009
The most comprehensive and up-to-date optics resource available

Prepared under the auspices of the Optical Society of America, the five carefully architected and cross-referenced volumes of the Handbook of Optics, Third Edition, contain everything a student, scientist, or engineer requires to actively work in...
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Inside the Box: Leading With Corporate Values to Drive Sustained Business SuccessJossey-Bass, 2006

	How to turn company values into competitive advantage


	We are inclined, for whatever reason, to treat values like works of art. We view them as nice to hang on the wall, and beautiful to look at, but we don’t act as though they truly mean much to us in the real world. In fact, the opposite is true. The best...
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Computer Organization and Architecture: Designing for Performance (8th Edition)Prentice Hall, 2009

	KEY BENEFIT: Learn the fundamentals of processor and computer design from the newest edition of this award winning text. KEY TOPICS: Introduction; Computer Evolution and Performance; A Top-Level View of Computer Function and Interconnection; Cache Memory; Internal Memory Technology; External Memory; I/O;...
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